634, rue Saint-Jean, Québec, QC G1R 1P8
418 524-2122
WWW.ERICOCHOCOLATIER.COM

HIGH DEFINITION PRINTING ON CHOCOLATE

We can reproduce a logo, picture or text with great precision on the top of filled
chocolates or on thin chocolate bars. The element that is to be reproduced is
edited on a computer and printed with food colouring on a transfer sheet covered in
cocoa butter. The print is then transferred onto the filled chocolates or onto
chocolate bars.
For best results, it is recommended to print the image on white chocolate surface.
It is also possible to print on milk chocolate with some high contrast images.
Production time can be quite short (2 to 7 days depending on the quantities), except
in holiday periods (Christmas, Valentine's Day, Easter) when you should expect
longer delays.
Ideally, we work from photos or images of good quality JPG format that you can
send us by email at info@ericochocolatier.com.
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PRINTED THIN CHOCOLATE BARS

Thickness of the bar: 1/8 inch (3mm)
Prices* according to size and quantity (taxes not included)
Standard sizes
Rect. 1in X 1 1/2in (2.5cm X 4cm)
Rect. 1in X 3in (2.5cm X 7.5cm)
Rect. 2in X 3in (5cm X 7.5cm)
Rect. 2 5/8in X 4in (6.5cm X 10cm)
Carré 2in X 2in (5cm X 5cm)

Prices according to quantity
12 to 24

25 to 49

50 to 99

100 to 249

250 and +

1.45$
1.85$
2.30$
3.80$
2.05$

0.85$
1.35$
2.10$
3.60$
1.75$

0.80$
1.30$
1.95$
3.50$
1.60$

0.70$
1.15$
1.80$
3.15$
1.40$

0.65$
1.10$
1.65$
2.95$
1.30$

Prices* for small quantity (taxes not included)
Size
2 X 3 in (5cm X 7.5cm)
2 5/8 X 4 in (6.5cm X 10 cm)
4 X 6 (10cm X 15cm)

1
5.75$
6.65$
13.80$

2
3.50$
5.30$
11.15$

3 to 5
2.75$
4.25$
10.20$

Triangle
0.55$
0.55$
0.80$

* Please note: Added fees may apply if the computer work takes more than five
minutes to complete (image correction or editing).
Custom sizes: It is possible to create bars in other sizes, up to a maximum of 4 1/2"
X 8" (11cm X 20cm). A chocolate triangle can also be affixed to the back of the
bar to allow it to be displayed standing, as for presentation on a cake. An additional
fee applies to these custom sizes and modifications.
Presentation of chocolate: The chocolate bars are carefully
placed together in a pastry box. For certain sizes of bars without
the rear triangle, it is possible to pack them individually in a
transparent bag, closed with a sticker Érico or tied with a thin
ribbon (ribonnette) or satin ribbon. Several colors of ribbon are
available on request.

* Added fees may apply if the computer work takes more than five minutes to
complete (image editing).
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CHOCOLATE FRAME WITH PICTURE
Chocolate frame with the picture of your choice
(horizontal or vercical). A chocolate triangle is
affixed to the back.

Price: 15.10$* + taxes
Price: 27.50$* + taxes
Price: 38.10$* + taxes

Regular size: 4X6po
Large format: 6X8po
Possibility of making a plate of: 7.5X 10Po

PRINTED FILLED CHOCOLATES
Size : Square: 2.5cm X 2.5cm X 1cm Weight : 9 g
Couverture chocolate: White chocolate top, chocolate base in milk, extra-bitter
64% or white chocolate.
Suggested fillings: Chocolatey caramel, caramel Fleur de Sel, maple butter,
maple sirup caramel, fruit
Choice of fillings: All of our chocolate recipes can be used as chocolate filling
(an additional fee may be required)

Printed filled chocolates – prices according to quantity (taxes not
Quantity (see note)
24 ou 96 chocolates (1 or 4 molds)
100 chocolates and +

Price* per unit
1.55$
1.40$

Price for quantity
37.20$ / mold of 24
140$/ 100 chocolates

included)
* Added fees may apply if the computer work takes more than five minutes to
complete (image editing).
Note: The technique of printing on chocolate is not perfect and some chocolates
may have slight visual defects. For quantities of 96 chocolates and less, we can
guarantee good results for a minimum of 20 chocolates per mold of 24. Minimum
order: one mold of 24 chocolates.
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Presentation of chocolates: Filled chocolates are placed together in a pastry box.
For a presentation in a gift box or individually wrapped, extra charges apply
depending on the size and type of packaging. Contact us for more details.

Gift box including 24 printed chocolates
Quantity

Unit price (taxes not included)

1-4 boxes
5 boxes and +

43.20$
39.90$

EXAMPLES - PRINTING ON WHITE OR MILK CHOCOLATE

Printing on white chocolate

Printing on milk chocolate

For more information, contact Cédric ALLAIN, Éric LOUINET, chocolatier
at 418 524-2122 or by e-mail at info@ericochocolatier.com.
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